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On International Joint
Commission Activities

RAPS ENCOURAGE NEW ERA OF SHARED
COMMITMENT FOR GREAT LAKES AREAS OF CONCERN
by Sally Cole-Misch, Catherine Crucil

and Lesley Lovett Doust

nder the 1987 Protocol revis-

ing the 1978 Great Lakes

Water Quality Agreement,
the International Joint Commission

(IJC) is responsible for reviewing and

commenting on the adequacy of Remedial Action Plans (RAPs) for Areas
of Concern in the Great Lakes - St.
Lawrence River basin. In its recently
released Fifth Biennial Report on
Great Lakes Water Quality, the IJC

concluded that RAPS provide "a

unique experiment in institutional
cooperation and the first opportunity,

on a broad and practical scale, to
implement the ecosystem approach to
environmental restoration in the
Great Lakes basin.

At the same time, the IIC stated in

its report that "the preparation and
submission of RAPS should be accelerated for the remaining Areas of
Concern and recommended to the
Governments of Canada and the

United States that "the Parties give

high priority to the development and

implementation of RAPS, taking into
account the need for public involvement throughout the process.
To date, 13 of 42 required RAPS

have beenreviewed by the IIC; five

other plans are under review, and
recommendations are expected for
these by the end of 1990. While the

s,

The Detroit River Area of Concern, shown at the mouth of the Rouge River, another Area of
Concern.

Successes of the
RAP Process

Although most of the reviewed RAPS
were viewed, as needing more work
to meet Stage 1 requirements, a

simple pass/ fail conclusion belies the

a summary of the results of the IIC s
review of specific RAPS, the IJC also

genuine successes of the RAP process
itself. Remedial action planning requires an open, iterative process

mentation and has found certain
commonalities in its review.

technologies. Wisconsin, for example,

table beginning on page six provides
tracks overall progress in RAP imple-
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whereby RAPS are updated and refined in response to new studies and
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or stakeholders, and in some cases

IJC RAP REVIEW PROCESS

As outlined in Annex 2 of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the MC
reviews and comments on RAPs at three stages: problem definition; identification of remedial and regulatory measures; and restoration of beneficial
uses. Technical reviews are obtained from individuals affiliated with the Great
Lakes Water Quality and Science Advisory Boards, Great Lakes Fishery Commission, and other organizations as needed. Reviewers comments are collated by the Restoration Subcommittee of the Water Quality Board, and a
summary review is drafted for review by the Water Quality Programs Committee and Water Quality Board before it is passed on to the Commission.

After completing its review of the plan, the summary, and any additional

submissions or information, the Commission provides comment on the RAP
to the Parties and responsible jurisdiction(s).

citizen groups have authored particular chapters of the plan or have been
active members of the RAP writing
team, such as in Buffalo and Hamilton. Indeed, significantly increased
public participation in Great Lakes
water quality issues is perhaps the
most outstanding outcome of the
RAP program.
The IIC s report also said that
lack of agreement on problem defi
nition has been used as a reason to

delay remedial actions in Areas of

Concern ; lack of data on environ-

presented the Sheboygan RAP in
open-ring binders to underscore the
open process they wished to encourage. The IJC also received supplemental information for the Collingwood Harbour and Sheboygan

Many RAP teams have updated the
RAP on an annual or biennial basis.

mental conditions in many Areas of
Concern has impeded problem definition. More recently reviewed RAPs,

also have the advantage of learning

Sound, Hamilton, Sheboygan and

Recent RAPs submitted to the IIC

from, and building on, the lessons

gained from earlier RAPs.

River /Harbor RAPs that addressed
questions or data gaps recognized

The IIC stated in its Fifth Biennial

Report that "mechanisms that provide for broad participation such as
a stakeholder group, citizen advisory
committee or comparable entity representing the various interests in the
Area of Concern, provide an opportunity to change the traditional way of
doing business and create a founda

during the process of RAP review.
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they must be formed early in the
process so all interests can become
involved, from the initial planning
and problem identification phase
through implementation and confir
mation that all beneficial uses have
been restored.
In many Areas of Concern, institu

tional structures have been created

that encourage local ownership of

RAPs and allow the community to
develop a common vision for the
degraded area through the process of
setting RAP goals. Many RAPs describe active participationof citizens

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

such as the Collingwood, Severn

Buffalo plans, have included tables
listing the use impairments as defined by the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, and state the extent to

which these problems exist and the

causes and sources of the identified
problems. In Hamilton Harbour, for

example, federal government agen
cies at the Canada Centre for Inland
Waters in Burlington have provided
technical and research advice and
comprehensive databases on sedi
ment quality, stratification, and other
environmental issues. The University
of Wisconsin, Green Bay and
Madison, also provide technical in-

formation on many environmental

issues, which allows the RAP teams

to develop more complete problem
definitions. This is essential, since
consensus on problem definition
must be achieved before an effective
remedial plan can be implemented.
As RAP teams have presented
their observations of use impairments
within an ecosystem approach, as
'
recommended by the IJC, new ways

to integrate this approach into governmental decisionmaking and policy
2
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THE 14 USE IMPAIRMENTS RECOGNIZED BY THE 1987 PROTOCOL AMENDING THE 1978 GREAT LAKES WATER QUALITY
AGREEMENT:
-

restrictions on fish and wildlife consumption
fainting of fish and wildlife flavour '
degradation of fish and wildlife populations
fish tumours or other deformities
bird or animal deformities or reproductive problems
degradation of benthos
restrictions on dredging activities
eutrophication or undesirable algae
restrictions on drinking water consumption, or taste and odor problems
beach closings
degradation of aesthetics
added costs to agriculture or industry
degradation of phytoplankton or zooplankton populations
loss of fish and wildlife habitat

have emerged. Traditionally, pollu-

tion abatement programs have dealt

with contamination in isolation, and

often they have done so only in
chemical terms. RAPs provide an
ideal opportunity to integrate water
and land use planning because the
connections between water quality
and urban and rural human activities

become more obvious, and in this

way a more complete link is made

between environmental problems,

their sources and pathways, and res

toration. In the Rouge River RAP, for

example, special attention was devoted to controlling combined sewer
over ows, a significant source of
nutrient and bacterial contamination
to the Detroit River. As a part of RAP
development and implementation,
municipalities have raised more than

$400 million to improve local infra-

structure, which will inturn consid-

erably reduce contaminant loadings
to the Detroit River.
In many Areas of Concern, the

standards and criteria used to assess
contaminant problems are based on
Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990

either federal, state or provincial legislation. While these have the advan-

tage of being enforceable by law,

some are more lenient than the spe-

cific objectives ofthe Agreement and

may not be adequate to restore the
beneficial uses of the area. To ensure
restoration of each Area of Concern,
the IJC thus concluded in its Fifth

Biennial Report that "if RAPs are to
be effectively implemented, they may

require the force of law.

In the U.S., the National Wildlife

Federation has petitioned that the
American Areas of Concern should
be declared toxic hotspots under

section 304(1) of the Clean Water Act;

this would give RAPs the force of
law. States can also include RAPs in
their water quality management

plans, thereby increasing the plans
priority for federal and state funding.
In Canada, one legal mechanism that

may be used by the RAP teams is the
Canadian Fisheries Act, which mandates no net loss of fisheries habitat
and thus protects wetlands and
nearshore habitat zones that may be

FOCUS 3

endangered due to local development
projects. To date this law has not
been used extensively, although the

Department of Fisheries and Oceans
is carefully tracking threatened areas
in Ontario.
In addition to legislation, cooperation between federal, state, provincial

and local governments is essential to
ensure the success of RAPs. Perhaps
the best example of this teamwork is
in international RAPs such as the Detroit River and St. Clair River, which

are joint undertakings by the Michi

gan Department of Natural Resources
and the Ontario Ministry of the Environment. The technical advisory com-

mittee for the Detroit River, which
will author the RAP, includes mem
bers from federal, state and provin

cial environmental agencies as well as
local resource user groups and academic institutions. Involved communities are already taking action to
eliminate common problems in the
area, particularly by upgrading sewer
systems.

Finally, and perhaps most impor
tantly, the RAP process is showing
significant results around the basin
because of considerable time and
effort by literally thousands of indi
viduals. Existing pollution control
programs have progressed further
and faster than could have been ex
pected; many industries and municipalities are developing process
changes or controlling contamination
at its source to avoid the far greater
costs of cleanup later. Measures such
as recycling or reuse of wastewater,
and implementing industrial pretreatment programs, combined sewer
overflow control programs and hazardous waste site remediation programs are gaining momentum.
Political and industrial support for

RAPs is growing, largely because of
public involvement in the process,

3
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and because many RAP groups have
developed mechanisms to maintain
accountability. The Hamilton Harbour RAP team publishes an annual
update describing accomplishments
and past events, and a plan for activities yet to be achieved. In Severn
Sound, the RAP group developed a
display that was viewed by many
users of the recreational area. The
Rouge River RAP team holds annual
State of the Rouge days, where
information on progress in remediating the area is provided, and a general atmosphere of community celebration marks that progress and
stimulates involvement for the next
year. This event has often been
coupled with a "Rouge Rescue Day,"
when log jams and debris are removed from the river, and follows a

two-week river monitoring program
in high schools throughout the water
shed. As a result, the Rouge River
community is probably the best informed citizenry in the Great Lakes
basin, and they provide ongoing incentive for progress by the RAP team
and local governments.

' Challenges Facing the
RAP Process

Perhaps the strongest message from
the IJC s Fifth Biennial Report is that
we are threatening the health of our
children if we do not consider the
effects of toxic contamination on all
species in the ecosystem, including
ourselves. One important finding of

the IJC s review of RAPs is that more

attention to ecosystem and human
health issues is needed. Concentrations of contaminants in water, sediment and organisms were well docu-

mented, but the effects these contami
nants have on wildlife, fish, plankton,

wetland plants and benthic organisms were not well defined. While it
is often hard to demonstrate such

cause-effect linkages because a sig

nificant quantity of correlative data is
required to reach a conclusion, the

Toronto RAP included evidence that
the presence of DDT and dieldrin
was correlated with degraded populations of fish-eating birds.

Perhaps the strongest
message from the IJG s Fifth
Biennial Report is that we

Perhaps the greatest challenge
faced by RAP teams is limited financial resources. Many identified remedial actions are extensive and costly,
and much of the required funding
must come from federal and state

sources. The IJC concluded in its Fifth

Biennial Report that enhanced fund-

ing and technical resources for development and implementation of RAPs
[is] required. Recent endeavours
such as the US. program to remedi-

are threatening the health of

ate contaminated sediments, the

contamination on all species

Government for Great Lakes cleanup
over a five-year period are encouraging; however, many more funding
sources are needed.

our children if we do not
consider the effects of toxic

in the ecosystem, including
ourselves.

In addition, many use impairments relate directly to human
health (fish consumption advisories,
beach closings) and all RAPs are expected to account for these problems
in terms of their impact on the local
population. While detailed human
epidemiology studies will not be

required in all Areas of Concern, such

activity has been undertaken by government and academic scientists in
Green Bay, Wisconsin and Hamilton
Harbour in Ontario and included in
these plans.
Because a complete set of data on
pollution loadings from all sources in
an Area of Concern is often very difficult toobtain, most RAPs have not

contained extensive source listings.
New initiatives such as the Munici-

pal /Industrial Strategy for Abate-

ment in Ontario and the binational
Lake Ontario Toxics Management
Plan include expanded monitoring
programs for a number of com
pounds, which should serve to improve the database that applies to
RAPs.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

Superfund program and the $125

million committed by the Canadian

The IIC also stated in its Fifth Bien-

nial Report that "existing laws must
be promptly enforced so those pollut
ers responsible for creating the prob
lems will bear a fair share of the cost
of cleanup and restoration. Some
companies have acted voluntarily to
remove the contamination they discharged into the Area of Concern,

while legal measures, fines and consent decrees have been required in
other cases to stop discharges of toxic
substances into the Area of Concern.
As a result of a 1989 consent decree in
Waukegan Harbor, for example, Out-

board Marine Company will provide
$20 million to remediate PCB-contaminated sediments in the harbor
(see Focus, Volume 13, Issue 3, page

12).
While many RAPs have enjoyed
outstanding public support, there has
been a tendency to lessen efforts in
some cases once the problem definition stage has been completed. The
next major challenge of the RAP process is to retain the involvement of
these committed and interested parties, and to move the plan into the

second stage of selecting remedial

4
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actions, and the third stage of docu
menting environmental recovery.

Some RAP teams have developed
useful tools to keep this process alive.
Hamilton Harbour conducts harbour

tours to highlight the areas of action
and problem areas yet to be remedi
ated. The Buffalo River regattas, held
on the waterfront, celebrate the mile
stones that have been achieved thus
far. Newsletters to members of the

public or citizen advisory committees .
are effective in keeping people informed and involved through each
stage of activity. Including representatives of local governments in public
or citizen advisory and stakeholder
groups may help to maintain a RAP s
momentum.

The Future

A common theme emerging from the
RAP process is realizing the benefits
of pollution prevention. The costs
and resources required to remediate
and the extent of impacts are daunting. Contaminated sediments alone
present one of the most serious challenges for RAPs in stage two, because
of the nature of contamination and
our limited technology to deal with
the remediation of sediments. Even
when zero discharge of all toxic substances has been achieved in the basin, sediments will still contain con-

Commissioner Durnil testified before the Water Resources Subcommittee for the Great Lakes
Water Quality Improvement bill in early May.

contaminated sediments. In spring

1988, the US. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency began a five year project
to assess the nature and extent of con-

tamination, evaluate and demon
strate remedial options, and provide

guidance for remediation of contaminated sediments in five pilot sites

(Ashtabula River, Buffalo River,
Grand Calumet River, Saginaw Bay

and Sheboygan Harbor); the work is
scheduled for completion in 1992.
The RAP process has paved the
way for innovative progress in enviat the source, future costs and damronmental and institutional terms. Inage can be greatly reduced. Simple
volvement and cooperation between
process changes within industry such the public, governments and industry
as recycling wastewater and recovery are fairly well established; public and
of trace contaminants can reduce the
institutional commitment to the procvolume of toxic substances entering
ess can serve to push this even furthe ecosystem. Simple lifestyle
ther. As the IJC has suggested, inclu
changes can reduce the generation of
sion of RAPs in legislation could enmany toxic substances.
, sure that a comprehensive approach
Technology also is being develto resource management is fostered
oped to deal with the treatment of
in the Great Lakes basin.
tamination that has accumulated
through years of deposition.
By implementing pollution control

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990

Recently, IJC U.S. Chairman Gor-

don Durnil testified in three hearings
concerning bills to allocate greater
resources to Great Lakes remediation
efforts. Congressman Henry Nowak
introduced HR. 4323, the Great
Lakes Water Quality Improvement
Act, which would amend the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act to include specific programs for Great
Lakes research and remediation, in
cluding specific deadlines and resources to ensure the development
and implementation of RAPs. IIC
Canadian Chairman E. Davie Fulton
joined Commissioner Durnil to testify
in support of such efforts at a US.
Senate hearing in early June.
The challenge for the Great Lakes
region is to develop and invest in
new technologies, and to continue to

develop the public and political will
that is essential to implementing

RAPs and restoring each Area of

Concern.

5
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INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION COMMENTS ON THE ADEOUACY OF RAPs
AREA OF CONCERN
(JURISDICTION)

RAP
SUBMISSION
DATE

Torch Lake
(Michigan)

October
1987*

Environmental problems adequately described, but cause of tumors in fish
not determined. Studies outlined in RAP must be completed to satisfy
requirements of Stage 1 in RAP process, as well as a more precise definition of
RAP goals. US. EPA has initiated a remedial investigation and feasibility
study under Superfund.

Deer Lake/
Carp Creek/ River
(Michigan)

October
1987*

Mercury contamination of fish and resulting reproductive problems of bald
eagles are well defined; information on other use impairments, socio-economic factors and institutional frameworks is needed, as is expansion of
public involvement in plan. Point sources were addressed, but nonpoint
sources were not. Michigan has taken action to drain the lake and contaminated fish have beenkilled; mercury discharge by the mining company has
ceased. The IJC has concluded that uses are still impaired (a fish consumption
advisory, due to mercury in fish at the mouth of the Carp River, remains in
place).

Manistique
River (Michigan)

October
1987*

Cause-and effect relationships are clear; the IJC is encouraged by state s
efforts to identify sources of contamination and use impairments, but plans
are needed to remediate contaminated soils and sediment.

Fox RiverSouthern Green Bay
(Wisconsin)

October
1987

The RAP combined signi cant public involvement and an ecosystem
approach. Problem definition for the RAP was complete. Detail on major
industrial point source problems and level of remedial action should be
included in future stages; specific agency responsibilities should also be listed
for each identified remedial action.

Muskegon Lake

October

The RAP lacks quantitative goals and adequate assessment of contaminated

(Michigan)

1987*

IJC REVIEW COMMENTS

sediments and sources of PCB and mercury contamination. Greater identification of these areas is needed, as well as information on other use impairments,
socio economic factors and institutional frameworks, and expansion of

public involvement in development of plan.

White Lake
(Michigan)

River Raisin

(Michigan)

Rouge River
(Michigan)

October

1987*

October

RAP provides historical record of causes and effects of remediation. The plan
does not include information on other use impairments, socio-economic

factors and institutional frameworks, and expansion of public involvement
is needed; development of timetables and agency responsibilities were not
identified. Contaminated groundwater from Occidental Chemical Company
occasionally continues to enter White Lake. A Consent Judgement calls for
completely halting contaminated groundwater intrusion.
Area's problems identified, but additional information on the sources and

1987*

extent of contamination, more precise definition of impaired uses and outlines of remedial actions are needed.

November
1988

The level of community involvement and public support is exemplary.
Stage 1 and 2 requirements were met for C505, separate sanitary sewers and
bacterial problems, but not with respect to toxic substances. The cause of w
toxic contamination and additional remedial measures to address this
pollution are needed.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1
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AREA OF CONCERN
(JURISDICTION)
Clinton River

(Michigan)

RAP
SUBMISSION
DATE
November

1988

FOCUS 7

IJC REVIEW COMMENTS
Stage 1 requirements not met. Impaired uses and their causes are not

defined, and comprehensive source loading data for toxic substances is

lacking. Information on remedial meaures, socio-economic factors and

institutional frameworks, and expansion of public involvement is needed.
Work plans and resource commitments also are needed.

Saginaw Bay/
River
(Michigan)

November
1988

The RAP does not adequately identify and describe all impairments to benefi
cial uses, their causes and implications, particularly to human and ecosystem
health. Information on remedial measures, socio-economic factors and institutional frameworks is needed. Public involvement efforts are commended
and encouraged to continue.

Collingwood
Harbour
(Ontario)

May
1989

Addresses serious pollution problems in harbour, but additional analysis of
causes of use impairments and impacts of nonpoint sources of pollution are
needed. Information on remedial measures, socio-economic factors and institutional frameworks is needed. Data from 1989 surveys should provide information sufficient to fulfill Stage 1 requirements.

Sheboygan River
(Wisconsin)

October
1989

Stage 1 requirements have been met for all but two of the use impairments.
The RAP has not adequately described deformities and reproduction problems in birds and other animals or degradation of phytoplankton and
zooplankton populations. Excellent interagency coordination and fostering of
public participation.

Hamilton Harbour
(Ontario)

October
1989

Stage 1 requirements met. Use impairments have been comprehensively identified and the causes of each have been well described with only minor deficiencies in source loading data. Additional information on implications of
land use practices would be helpful. Hamilton Harbour Stakeholders Group
provides a model for public participation in Areas of Concern.

* RAP submitted to IIC for review before 1987 Protocol amended 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, including Annex 2 on
Remedial Action Plans. In these cases, the IIC commends the State of Michigan for its pioneering work in developing several RAPs
at a time when there were few precedents and little experience in the process. Because the IJC does not consider the thrust and

focus of RAPs to have changed significantly as a result of the Protocol, however, it looks forward to future iterations of these RAPs
for review of their adequacy at Stage 1 levels.

** RAP submitted to IIC for review before 1987 Protocol amended 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, including Annex 2 on

Remedial Action Plans.
RAPs under review:

Port Hope (Ontario), Toronto Waterfront (Ontario), Severn Sound (Ontario), Oswego River (New

York), Buffalo River (New York)

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990
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JOIN US IN TRAVERSE CITY FOR THE IJO S 1991
BIENNIAL MEETING (IN GREAT LAKES WATER IIIIALITY
1though we ve only just finished the last International Joint Com
mission (IJC) Biennial Meeting, it s time to mark your calendars for
the 1991 meeting! The meeting will be held from September 29
through October 2, 1991 in Traverse City, Michigan, located on the northwest

corner of the state s lower peninsula on the shores of Lake Michigan and

Traverse City, Michigan lies on the shores of
Grand Traverse Bay, [Jake Michigan.

Grand Traverse Bay.
As in past years, this will be an opportunity for citizens in the Great Lakes
basin to meet with the Commission and others involved in Great Lakes water quality initiatives to discuss progress achieved in restoring and preserv
ing the Great Lakes, as well as what still must be accomplished under the
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. A public discussion session, work
shops, regional tours and other events are being planned. Look for further
updates and registration details in coming issues of Focus.

BRIEFS
IJC Commissioners met with several

individuals and organizations over the

past six months to discuss Great Lakes
issues. Commissioner Claude Lanthier
attended and spoke at the joint IJC/GLFC

workshop on exotic species (see article on
page 15), and Commissioner Robert

Welch attended the Globe 90 conference
in March in Vancouver, British Columbia
and participated in a panel discussion on
sustainable strategies for urban utilities

and clean water. He discussed the chang

ing nature of pollution in the Great Lakes,
the human health implications of this

pollution, and the need for municipalities

to consider these issues in their water
protection strategies.
All six Commissioners met with US.

Vice President Dan Quayle during their
semi-annual meeting in Washington, DC

in April. Commissioner Lanthier pre
sented the luncheon address at the Great

Lakes Levels workshop at the Interna-

tional Association of Great Lakes Re
search annual meeting in Windsor, On

tario, and attended the annual meeting of

Commissioners, IIC secretaries and Great Lakes Advisory Board co chairs met with Vice
President Quayle in April.

in March. He and Commissioner Hilary
Cleveland also participated in the confer-

ence of Great Lakes Mayors held in Milwaukee in May.

the Great Lakes Commission in Montreal

US. Commission Chairman Gordon
Durnil testified in three Congressional

m
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hearings concerning the Commission s
Fifth Biennial Report and Great Lakes
protection initiatives. He testified on the
conclusions of the Commission in its Fifth
Biennial Report in a House of Representatives hearing in May to consider passage

of HR 4323, the Great Lakes Water Qual-

ity Improvement Act sponsored by Representative Henry Nowak, and in a public

hearing in Buffalo, New York on the same
bill. In mid June, Commission Canadian

Chairman E. Davie Fulton joined Com
missioner Durnil to testify at a hearing of
the Senate Subcommittee on Oversight of
Government Management to discuss the
Fifth Biennial Report and implementation
of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement to protect and restore the Great
Lakes.
*XrX'X Kr

A Certificate of Appreciation was pre
sented to the International Joint

Commission s Regional Office for its
continued support of the International
Association for Great Lakes Research
(IAGLR) and its goals at the association s
thirty-third annual conference on Great
Lakes research, held in Windsor, Ontario

in mid May. Staff from the Regional Office have presented papers and chaired
sessions of the conference for the past
several years.
#:t-x-x-ir

Recent appointments by the International

Joint Commission to the Great Lakes

Science Advisory Board include David
Hunter, with the law firm of Aird and
Berlis in Toronto, Ontario; Paul
Muldoon, environmental researcher /

lawyer with the Canadian Institute for

Environmental Law and Policy, also in
Toronto, Ontario; and George N.
Werezak, manufacturing manager of
Dow Chemical in Sarnia, Ontario.
Also, Dr. Jack Vallentyne s position as

Canadian co chairperson of the IJC s
Great Lakes Science Advisory Board has
been extended through December 1991.
Dr. Vallentyne, well known as Johnny

Biosphere and a research scientist with
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans

at the Canada Centre for Inland Waters in

Burlington, Ontario, also was named the

Hamilton-Wentworth Environmentalist
of the Year for his work in environmental
education.
36:11?
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The Joyce Foundation of Chicago has
awarded a grant to the Nature Conservancy of Canada to develop an interna
tional data system for the biological monitoring of water quality and biological
diversity within the Great Lakes ecosystem. This initiative will focus on pristine

areas in the ecosystem, which will be

monitored and protected as system buff
ers, as reservoirs of natural diversity and
as models for restoring degraded areas.
Computerized data on sites and spe
cies compiled from Ontario and Quebec
will be electronically combined with data
from the eight Great Lakes states through
a data system called "Conservation Data
Centres developed by the US. Nature
Conservancy.
For more information contact Susan R.
Crispin, National Coordinator, Conserva-

tion Data Centres, Nature Conservancy of

Canada at (416)469 1701.
*****

Three new legislative or policy initiatives
have recently been announced to deal
with Great Lakes water quality and quan
tity issues. US. Environmental Protection
Agency Administrator William Reilly has
requested that the agency s Great Lakes
Advisory Committee be expanded in
order to assist in developing a coordinated, multi media approach to pollution
problems in the Great Lakes that could
address the loading problems of pollutants into the ecosystem and possibly
serve as a model for ecosystems in other
regions of the country.
In an Executive Order dated April 11,
1990, Michigan Governor James J. Blan-

chard directed all state agencies with
pollution control responsibilities to manage those programs consistent with the
goal of virtual elimination of the dis
charge of persistent toxic pollutants to the
Great Lakes from Michigan sources. The
implementation of the order, which is
being prepared by the Office of the Great
Lakes, requires that proposed rules or
guidelines will include a Great Lakes
Impact Analysis, will be available for
public review, and will be consistent with
the objectives of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement and the Toxic Substances Control Agreement.
New York s legislature enacted the
Great Lakes Water Management and
Conservation Acteffective April 1, 1990.
The state law fulfills the obligations of the
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Great Lakes Charter, a contract signed by
the governors of the eight states and the
premiers of the two Canadian provinces
bordering the Great Lakes to manage and
protect the resource. The new act requires
registration of new or existing water
withdrawals of 100,000 gallons or more
averaged over a 30 day period or those
that result in withdrawals of more than
two million gallons of water averaged
over 30 consecutive days. Because records
are kept for municipal and power use,
these are exempted from the withdrawal
statute.

To receive more information on
Michigan s Executive Order, contact the
Office of the Great Lakes, Michigan De
partment of Natural Resources, PO. Box
30028, Lansing, MI 48909. In New York,
contact the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation, Bureau
of Water Resources, 50 Wolf Road, Al
bany, NY 12233.
*X

i

Nine industrial sectors now have monitoring regulations under the Ontario
Municipal-Industrial Strategy for Abatement (MISA) program. The last industrial
sector to be added to the program industrial minerals sector is required to
monitor wastewater discharge to lakes
and rivers for more than 200 contaminants, according to Ontario Ministry of
Environment specifications. Violators of
the regulations, which were developed
under the Ontario Environmental Protec
tion Act, will pay up to $25,000 a day for
first offenses and $50,000 daily for subse-

quent violations. The eight other industrial sectors include petroleum, organic

ATTENTION, FOCUS READERS!
This is the LAST CALL tor all readers
who wish to continue to receive Focus
on International Joint Commission
Activities. Please till out and return
the postcard on the back of this issue

to us by SEPTEMBER 15, 1990 in

order to continue to receive future
issues of the newsletter. It you have
already returned a postcard trom the
last issue. disregard this notice.

Thank you.
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chemicals, iron and steel, inorganic
chemical, pulp and paper, metal mining,
metal casting and electric power.
A report detailing the monitoring
regulations for the industrial minerals
sector, The Economic Cost ofMonitoring for
the Industrial Minerals Sector, and other
information on the MISA program are
available from Frank Giorno, MISA Com-

munications Advisor, Ontario Ministry of
the Environment, 135 St. Clair Avenue

West, Suite 100, Toronto, ON M4V 1P5.
(416)323-4648.

- -X X I

network will receive up to 15 "Action
Alerts each year to inform them of press
ing environmental issues concerning

clean air and water, solid waste, sustain-

able development and international proj
ects.

To become a participant, send a
cheque or money order for $5 (Cdn) to the

Action Network, c/o Pollution Probe, 12
Madison Avenue, Toronto, ON M5R 281.
x-x-x-x-zr

Pete Yeager, assistant regional director of

the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, coordinator for

New grant money is now available
through the Great Lakes Protection
Fund. The nation s first regional water
quality endowment was created by the
Council of Great Lakes Governors in
February 1989 to carry out the goals of the
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
and the Toxic Substances Control Agreement. Great Lakes states have contributed
$44.4 million of the $100 million targeted
for the fund, and nearly $1.5 million will
be available for distribution to approved
projects in fall 1990.
Funds from the endowment are being
allocated initially to projects in three
specific areas: specimen banking, to establish a system for storing samples of tissue

Pennsylvania s Great Lakes Initiative and
member of the Water Quality Programs

development of standard basinwide prac
tices to measure the health effects of fish
and wildlife exposed to toxics; and identification of population groups that may be
at particularly high risk of toxic contami-

bian, Director, Office of Natural Re-

and sediments from the Great Lakes; the

nation.
Judith Stockdale will serve as the first

executive director of the Great Lakes
Protection Fund. Each state s contribution
to the fund is based on water use and is

divided as follows: Illinois, $15 million;

Indiana, $16 million; Michigan, $25 mil
lion; Minnesota, $1.5 million; New York,

$12 million; Ohio, $14 million; Pennsylvania, $1.5 million; and Wisconsin, $12

million.
For further information contact the
organization at 208 S. LaSalle, Suite 850,
Chicago, IL 60604. (312)201-0660.
lii'i'i'lt

The Pollution Probe Foundation has established an Action Network to educate
and assist Canadians in taking action to
achieve environmental reform within
industry and government, both nationally
and internationally. Participants in the

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

Committee of the International Joint
Commission, died suddenly March 22,

1990.
Pete was known for his free spirit and
his commitment to the environment. His
passion for Great Lakes cleanup efforts
was exemplified in his efforts to educate
the public on environmental issues. His
support of IJC activities generated many
new initiatives and he gained many
friends and supporters in the process.
In honour of Pete, an endowment fund
is being established to aid students dedi
cating their future to a career in the environment. Those wishing to contribute
may forward their cheque to Terry Fa-

force in their communities.
The competition winner and project
sponsor selected in Region V, which is

comprised of the States of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio and

Wisconsin, will receive an expense-paid
trip to Washington, DC to participate in
the Annual National Awards Ceremony
scheduled for fall 1990.

To be eligible to compete, a student or

students must be sponsored by an adult
and must submit evidence of a completed
project to US. EPA, Region V by July 31,
1990. A completed application is also
required, and is available from US. EPA,
Region V, Office of Public Affairs, 230

South Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60604.
For more information on the program
Contact Patti Krause, Office of Public

Affairs at (800)572-2515 in Illinois; or
(800)621-8431 in Indiana, Michigan, Min
nesota, Ohio or Wisconsin.

sources, Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Resources, PO. Box 1467,

Harrisburg, PA 17105, telephone
(717)783-5338.
&***>(-

To help consumers choose safer alterna
tives, the Ontario Waste Management
Corporation has produced an "Environ
Dial which lists alternatives for many
common household hazardous products.
To obtain a wheel send cheque or money
order for $2 (Cdn) to Tracy Patterson,
Ontario Waste Management Corporation,
2 Bloor Street West, 11th floor, Toronto,
ON M4W 3E2. (416)923-2918 or 1-800-2681179 in Canada.
#**i~$

The US. Environmental Protection
Agency is sponsoring the Fourth Annual
President s Environmental Youth Award
national competition for grades kindergarten through 12. The purpose of the
competition is to offer young people an
opportunity to become an environmental

Proposed design for the Centre for
Entertainment and the Environment.
The previously planned Petrochemical
Interpretive Centre and Performing Arts
Centre has been redesigned for a Centre
for Entertainment and the Environment
at the Sarnia, Ontario riverfront. The new
centre will include a collection of interactive exhibits similar to those at the On-

tario Science Centre, classrooms, a library

and research laboratories. Fundraising,
additional design efforts and develop
ment of a summer entertainment festival
will take place over the next 18 to 24
months.
Citizens interested in getting involved
with the project can contact Denise Cumming at The Centre for Entertainment and
the Environment, c/o 82 Finch Drive #38,

Sarnia, ON N 78 4T8, telephone (519)3836192 or John Musser at (519)339-3917.

BRIEFS continued on page 16
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LAKE
LEVELS
UPDATE
DETAILED PLANS FOR PHASE II PLAN OF STUDY
NEARS COMPLETION
regulation plans used to set the outows of lakes Superior and Ontario

by Frank Bevacqua

are to be examined for possible im
5 called for by the International Joint Commission s
(IJC) directive, the Great

Lakes Levels Reference Study Board

has begun development of a road
map for the remainder of the study.

The Study Board has prepared a draft
plan of study that proposes a structure, a set of work elements, and a

provement. While the regulation plan

for Lake Superior was recently up-

dated (see following article on Plan
1977-A), the plan for Lake Ontario
has not been revised since 1963.
Among the issues to be examined are

the impacts of the Lake Ontario regulation plan on recreational boating
and the environment.

budget for completing the Phase II

(2) Crisis Condition Responses: The
board intends to review and supple
been reviewed by the IIC, as well as
ment the October 1988 Interim Report
by the Citizens Advisory Committee, from the IJC to governments on this
an 18-member group appointed by
subject. Investigations will include
the Study Board to provide an ongopossible actions governments could
ing link with various Great Lakes
take under crisis conditions to raise
interests and publics. As we go to
low water levels, as well as possible

investigations. The draft plan has

press, the Study

Board
is modifying

the draft and expects to submit a

revised plan of study to the IJC

within several weeks.
Phase I of the study identified a
diverse range of over 120 separate
actions governments could take to
alleviate the adverse effects of uctuating water levels in the Great LakesSt. Lawrence River basin. These included additional structures to regulate water levels, zoning require-

ments, tax incentives and information

programs. Phase II will examine po-

tential actions in greater detail to
evaluate how well they might ad-

dress the problems associated with
fluctuating water levels. The major
work areas for Phase II identified in
the draft plan of study are described
below.

(1) Review and Reevaluate two Ex-

isting Lake Regulation Plans:

The

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990

thresholds for both high and low

levels to signal that emergency measures should be implemented.

(3) Land Use and Management

Practices: The draft plan proposes
that existing data on shoreline use be

supplemented with new information,

including inventories of municipal,
commercial and industrial shoreline
facilities, publicly accessible recrea-

tional facilities, and coastal wetlands

of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
River. The census and surveys of
shoreline property owners would be
supplemented by a survey of recreational users. Data would be stored so

it can be used with existing geo-

graphic information systems (GIS). In
addition to organizing the data, the

GIS might serve as a tool to assess alternative managerial actions in select
study areas or to assess shoreline
damages related to different water

level and storm conditions.

(4) Lake Regulation and Land Use
Management
Plans and Impacts:
This study component would include
the development and detailed evaluation of water level regulation scenarios and shoreline management alter
natives. The Study Board intends to
develop an integration and evaluation process to compare lake regula
tion with shoreline management
practices, as well as various possible
combinations of these measures. Results of the inventory and survey
work would be brought together to
help develop and evaluate alternatives.

(5) Public Information and

Involvement: In addition to serving
on the Study Board, representatives
from the public and affected interests
would serve on the working committees and task groups. The Citizens
Advisory Committee would provide
comment on the conduct of the study
and suggest other means to involve
the public in the study process. The
study also intends to develop pro-

grams government agencies can

undertake to communicate more effectively with the public regarding
fluctuating water levels. A Communications Task Group has been established to help with this component

(see related following article).

(6) Principles: The Commission s
directive asks the Board to establish a
set of guiding principles that the IJC
could propose to governments to

assist them in dealing with uctuat

ing water levels. Workshops and
other mechanisms are being consid-

11
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ered to obtain a wide range of
views from people in the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River basin to
help formulate such principles.

The work elements are likely to

change to some degree as the
draft plan of study is finalized. In

LAKE
LEVELS
UPDATE
fective communications programs.
This approach is being taken by
the Communications Task Group,

a group of 18 members representing shoreline property owners,
environmental interests, marina

addition, detailed statements of

operators, navigation, hydro-

working committees, which are
expected to be appointed by the

the federal, state, provincial and
municipal levels. In a series of
four workshops, the group is generating specific communications
initiatives and recommendations
as part of the study being under-

work will be developed by the
Study Board once the plan re-

ceives IJC approval. Following

approval, copies of the final plan
of study will be available from

David LaRoche, Secretary, Inter
national Joint Commission, 2001 8
Street NW, Washington, DC

20440 or Philip Slyfield, Secretary,
International Joint Commission,

100 Metcalfe Street, Eighteenth

Floor, Ottawa, ON K1P 5M1.

power, as well as officials from

taken by the Levels Reference
Study Board.

To date, Communications Task

Group discussions confirm the
view that it is possible for diverse

interests to work together productively when they have a stake in
the outcome. The group has considered several critical issues,

COMMUNICATIONS
TASK GROUP
BUILOS BRIDGES
by Frank Bevacqua

such as the frustrations citizens
sometimes experience in trying to
communicate with their governments, the need for a more substantive dialogue between the
riparian and environmental interests, and the particular communications needs of local officials.
The task group beganits work

in the interim between Phases l

ow can government

agencies communicate
more effectively with the
public regarding uctuating water levels in the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River basin? One way
to respond to this question is to
bring together representatives of

the agencies and interests who

need to communicate with each

other and ask them to design efhttps://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

and II of the study, and intends to

provide the Study

report this fall.

Board
with a

LAKE SUPERIOR
REGULATION
PLAN 1977-A
APPROVED ON
TEST BASIS

I

by Frank Bevacqua
perational modifications to

the current regulation plan
for Lake Superior were ap-

proved by the International Joint
Commission on a test basis at its Executive Meeting on April 20, 1990.
The modifications, known as Plan

1977-A, will be reviewed as part of

Phase II of the IJC s study of fluctuat
ing water levels in the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River basin.
The lJC has retained jurisdiction

over the out ows from Lake Superior
since 1911 when it gave two hydro-

power companies approval to con-

struct the compensating works in the
St. Mary s River. In 1979, the IJC

amended its Orders of Approval to

require that Lake Superior out ows

be set consistent with the goal of sys
temic regulation. One of the objec-

tives of regulation is to maintain
lakes Superior, Michigan and Huron
at the same relative position with
respect to their monthly mean water
levels.

I

Regulation plans are used to calcu

late the out ow which best meets the
conditions set out in the IJC's Orders

of Approval. These regulation plans

are developed and administered by

the Lake Superior Board of Control.
Current board members are Brigadier
General Jude Patin of the US. Army
Corps of Engineers and Tony Wagner
12
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All water leaving Lake Superior flows through either the hydropower plants, the compensating works or the navigational locks.

of Environment Canada.
Work on Plan 1977-A began in

of Plan 1977-A also took advantage of

the hydropower plant owned by

proved forecasting procedures. Com-

1983 when a major redevelopment of

ten additional years of information
on water supplies, as well as im-

Great Lakes Power, Limited was

puter simulations were used to test

completed. The IIC directed the Lake
Superior Board to investigate
whether the increased capacity of the

hydropower plant, along with other
changes, might make it possible to
improve the regulation plan.
By using the increased capacity,
Plan 1977-A provides for smoother
transitions in ows in the St. Mary s

River and fewer gate changes in the

compensating works, particularly
during the winter. The development
Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990

how Plan 1977-A performed with historical water supplies (1900 1986)
compared to the previous regulation

plan. Plan 1977 A reduced the uc-

tuations of Lake Superior slightly by

raising the minimum level by .10 feet
and the maximum level by .03 feet.

Plan 1977 A did not increase the
probability of exceeding elevation
602.0 feet on Lake Superior.
Since Plan 1977 A meets all of the

Orders of Approval for Lake Superior
regulation, no amendments to the

Orders were necessary for its implementation. A description of the development of Plan 1977-A and an analysis of its impacts are available from
IIC offices upon request.
Please direct all correspondence
and inquiries to David LaRoche, Secretary, International Joint Commission 2001 S Street NW, Second oor,
Washington, DC 20440 or Philip Sly-

field, Secretary, International Joint
Commission, 100 Metcalfe Street,
18th oor, Ottawa, ON KlP 5M1.

conditions contained in the IIC s
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LAKE
LEVELS
UPDATE

Wide Variations in

Precipitation in Early
1990
February 1990 started a series of
months with wide weather variations in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River basin. Lakes Michigan-Huron received 20 percent
less than normal precipitation,
while Lake Erie received two-

1990 GREAT LAKES LEVELS
Long-term
Lake

Recorded

Level
Max/Year

Min/Y ear

Average
(1900-1989)

FEBRUARY

Superior

599.58

601.38/1986

598.37/ 1926

600.18

and-a-half times its average pre

Michigan-Huron

577.24

580.36/ 1986

575.44 /1964

577.88

573.57

576.17/ 1986

569.88 / 1926

572.59

the month. In March, precipita
tion was below average in most of

St. Clair
Erie

570.80

572.85/ 1986

567.49 / 1936

569.98

Ontario

244.30

246.46/ 1952

241.59 / 1936

244.16

cipitation, or 5.2 inches, during

the Great Lakes basin, with lakes

Erie and Ontario receiving only
78 and 88 percent of normal precipitation, respectively. In Lake

Superior, however, precipitation
increased by six percent above the
average range. Lakes Michigan-

Huron had below average rainfall
in April, while lakes Superior,
Erie and Ontario received substantially more precipitation than
normal.
Rainfall was more than onehalf inch above average for May

throughout the Great Lakes basin.
Lake levels were expected to peak

in June according to their normal

seasonal rise, then slowly fall as a

result of summer evaporation and
less rainfall in the summer
months.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

MARCH

Superior
Michigan-Huron

599.44

601.31 /1986

598.32/ 1926

600.05

577.35

580.40/1986

575.35/ 1964

577.93

St. Clair

573.79

576.17/1986

570.41 /1934

573.00

Erie
Ontario

571 .24

573.11 /1986

567.65 / 1934

570.24

244.77

246.77/1952

242.08/ 1935

244.42

601 .49/ 1986

598.23 / 1926

600.09

APRIL

Superior
Michigan-Huron

599.43
577.60

580.75/ 1986

575.36/ 1964

578.19

St. Clair

573.87

576.21 /1986

571 .09/ 1901

573.53

Erie

571.44

573.46/ 1985

568.20/ 1934

570.78

Ontario

245.50

247.69 /1973

242.38/ 1935

245.10

MAY

Superior
Michigan Huron

599.72

601.72/ 1986

598.30 /1926

600.43

577.88

580.89/ 1986

575.79 /1964

578.50

St. Clair

574.04

576.25 / 1986

571.64/1934

573.82

Erie

571.62

573.43 / 1986

568.43/ 1934

571.07

Ontario

245.89

247.95/1952

242.67/ 1935 ~ 245.50
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IJO AND OLFO HOST WORKSHOP ON
EXOTIC SPECIES ANO SHIPPING

x

by Sally Cole Misch

should be able to successfully invade
most major watersheds in North
America, and may cost American and

hen most people think of
the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement, they
consider it a mechanism to control
the release of toxic substances into
the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem.
Another essential part of the Agreement, however, focuses on pollution

from shipping activities
particularly those which might effect the
chemical, physical and biological
integrity of the waters of that ecosystern.

Because of the recent introduction
of several new exotic species into the
Great Lakes (including the zebra
mussel, the river ruffe and the spiny
water ea), this element of the Agree
ment has taken on renewed impor

tance. These, like other exotic species,

threaten to have a major impact on
the integrity of the Great Lakes ecosystem. They have the potential to
transform water quality, existing
plant and animal communities, and

human uses of the aquatic systems
they invade.

The zebra mussel, for example, has
spread into lakes St. Clair, Erie and

Michigan and into the St. Lawrence
River. From these areas, the mussel

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990

Canadian taxpayers as much as four
to five billion dollars over the next
ten years in lost fisheries and block
age of water systems in the Great
Lakes alone.
As many as 28 of the most recent
invading species were introduced to

the Great Lakes through the dis-

charge of ship ballast water taken on
in fresh or brackish water harbours in
Europe. As experience with previous
exotic species has proven, it is impossible to eradicate invading species
once they become established in large
aquatic systems. Thus, it becomes

essential to prevent future introduc
tions of other exotic species.
In order to develop recommendations to the Governments of Canada
and the United States on preventing
such unplanned introductions in the
future, the International Joint Commission (IJC) and Great Lakes Fishery
Commission (GLFC) held a joint
workshop in late February and early
March 1990 in Toronto, Ontario. Fifty
participants from Canada, the United
States and Australia participated in
discussions to develop a clearer understanding of the nature, extent and
significance of unplanned introduc-

tions of organisms into the Great
Lakes system and developed recommendations for consideration by both
commissions.
After an opening plenary session
to present the general scope and complexity of the exotic species issue,

participants divided into four work-

ing groups to consider various elements of the problem. Conclusions
reached over the three days included
recognition that the control of introductions of exotic species is an international issue; that ships ballast water and shipborne sediments are two
primary vectors for exotic species;
that additional control measures
(such as heating, chlorination and

rapid pressure changes of ballast

water) be developed; that existing
voluntary ballast water guidelines be

tested immediately for their effectiveness and for compliance; and that

international cooperation is of utmost
importance in order to develop and
implement short- and long-term solu
tions.
Recommendations developed by
workshop participants were pre
The spiny water ea, river ruffe and zebra
mussel are three exotic species believed to have
entered the Great Lakes through discharge of
ship ballast water.
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sented to the IJC and GLFC as suggested initiatives to catalyze and
facilitate regional, continental and
global efforts to address the exotic
species problem.
They include:
0 the IJC and GLFC submit a spe-

cial joint report on the issue by

August 1, 1990 to the Governments
of Canada and the United States
and express the need for immediate and effective action;

0 as an interim measure, Canada
(through the Canadian Coast
Guard) improve and promote its
guidelines for the exchange of

ballast water for ships travelling
the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence
River system;

0 through responsible regulatory
and resource agencies, both countries fund research and monitoring

programs to assess compliance
With and the effectiveness of vol

untary ballast water discharge
guidelines;

0 both countries be encouraged to
expand their efforts to reduce the

risk of unplanned introductions of
exotic species in the Great Lakes
ecosystem and the North Ameri-

can continent;

0 the US. and Canada continue
work through the International
Maritime Organization and other
institutions to develop interna

tional guidelines that can form the
basis for protecting the Great
Lakes St. Lawrence River system
from invasions; and

' both countries investigate options to encourage the shipping
industry and other affected inter
ests to recognize the seriousness of
the exotic species problem and to
support and cooperate with efforts
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

to find effective, safe and practical

measures that will eliminate the
risk of ocean-going ships serving
as a vector for exotic species invasions.
These and other recommendations
are expected to form the basis for a

joint report from the IJC and GLFC to
the Governments of Canada and the

United States, to be released in early

fall 1990.

Since the workshop, Canada and
Australia have asked the Interna
tional Maritime Organization to consider exotic species and the shipping
industry s role in transporting these
species as an issue requiring urgent
attention. The organization then de
veloped a discussion group through
its Marine Environmental Protection
Committee, which recommended that
the committee develop a working
group to further discuss the issue and
invite member states and nongovern
mental organizations to submit re-

search and suggested solutions for
the group s consideration and use.

The committee expects to complete

work on this initiative in mid-1991.
In addition, the US. Congress
passed legislation in November 1989
to control the release of ballast water
in US. waters, partly asa result of
letters received from the IJC and the

GLFC in 1988 on this issue. The US.
Coast Guard must outline (in a report

to Congress by July 1990) how the

law s provisions can be implemented.
Further updates of the IJC/GLFC
report and other initiatives to control
the introduction of exotic species in
the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence eco-

system will be provided in future

issues of Focus. For further information on the joint workshop on exotic

species and the shipping industry,

contact Bruce Bandurski, International Joint Commission, 2001 S Street

NW, Washington, DC 20440, tele-

phone (202)673-6222 or Andrew

Hamilton, International Joint Commission, 100 Metcalfe Street, 18th
oor, Ottawa, ON K1P 5M1.

(613)995-2984.

BRIEFS continued from page 10
Michigan s Council on Environmental
Quality released its first assessment of

the state of Michigan s environment, with
recommendations for action, in mid-

April. The report emphasizes the need for
action in several areas, and echoes the

recommendation of the International Joint

Commission s Fifth Biennial Report concerning development of initiatives to
reach zero discharge of persistent toxic
substances into the Lake Superior basin.
The Council is a 13 member panel
appointed by Governor James Blanchard.
Nine members represent the public and
four are the directors of the state departments of Natural Resources, Public
Health, Agriculture and Commerce. The

office of the Council is staffed by an inter

agency team of environmental health

professionals from state government.
For more information on the report
and the council write to the Council on
Environmental Quality, Michigan Department of Public Health, 3423 N. Logan,
PO. Box 30195, Lansing, MI 48909, tele-

phone 1-800-292-0528 (Michigan).
*36 f' ' -

Who wins and who loses if water is diverted from the Great Lakes? The answer
can be found in Water Diversions from
the Great Lakes as a Dynamic Game,

created by Minnesota Sea Grant researchers K. William Easter and Nir Becker. The
exercise gives planners and others involved in water management issues an

opportunity to study the effects of public
works projects before money is invested.
The game can be played with one to

ten players, and tends to show how,

when a regionwide playef such as the
International Joint Commission calls the
shots, everyone in the Great Lakes basin
wins because the effects of water diversion on the entire region are considered.
But, if regional cooperation breaks down,
each state or province scrambles for its
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own advantage, with the result that no
one wms.
For more information about the game
or to receive a copy of a technical paper
written about the project, contact Mike
McLean, Minnesota Sea Grant College
Program, 116 Classroom Building, Uni

versity of Minnesota, 1994 Buford Ave

nue, St. Paul, MN 55108. (612)625 6781.
*X >('*>(-

OONFERENOE OONSIOERS HOW TO
MAKE A GREAT LAKE SUPERIOR
THROUGH RAPS
by lake Vander Wal and Bob Hartley

The Great Lakes Forum has been devel-

oped in southeast Michigan to serve as a
source of environmental information for

the state and region. The environmental
hotline number, 1-800 95-LAKES, will

educate the public on environmental
issues and assist in solving environmental
issues related to the State of Michigan.
For more information on the Great
Lakes Forum, contact Thomas Leonard,
Program Director, PO. Box 725258,
Berkley, MI 48072. (313)288-3679.
uni-unex-

In a major expansion of its Groundwater
Education in Michigan project, the WK.
Kellogg Foundation is providing financial
support for non-profit organizations to
host workshops and conferences over the
next two years to encourage greater net-

working between organizations to protect
groundwater in the state. Several citizen
organizations have developed extensive
education programs as a result of funding
already provided under this initiative.
For more information about this pro-
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pproximately 160 delegates
representing business, government and the public in
the United States and Canada participated in an International Conference
on Remedial Action Plans in the Lake
Superior Basin in Thunder Bay, Ontario on March 22-24, 1990. The con

ference was hosted by the Lakehead
Centre for Northern Studies at
Lakehead University and the Canada
and United States Lake Superior RAP
Teams, and was sponsored by the
Canada /Ontario Agreement Review
Board, the Governments of Canada
and the United States, the Province of
Ontario and the States of Minnesota,

Wisconsin and Michigan.
The meeting provided a unique
opportunity for participants involved
in Lake Superior water quality and

Remedial Action Plans (RAPs) to

learn more about waterquality problems in the lake and to discuss problems of mutual interest in the seven
Areas of Concern for which RAPs are
being developed in the Lake Superior
basin.
As an introduction to the meeting,

provincial and state RAP team participants provided an overview of the
water quality concerns in their respective areas and outlined the cur-

rent stage of RAP development. A

wide variety of subjects were covered
in eight separate sessions over the
three days, including point and non

gram, contact Jessica Kovan or Carol
Misseldine, Institute of Water Research,
334 Natural Resources Building, Michi-

gan State University, East Lansing, MI
48824. (517)353-3742.

Bruce Hyer of the Thunder Bay Public
Advisory Committee, left, discusses the
concept of zero discharge with Commissioner
Gordon Durnil. Credit: Ljubica Pelletier
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point source discharges; Lake Superior ecosystem function and health;

the toxicology of chlorinated organic
contaminants; regulatory considerations in the United States and Canada; and the significance of public
consultation in planning the cleanup.
Luncheon speaker Gordon K. Durnil, Chairman of the United States
Section of the International Joint

Commission, spoke of the special
place Lake Superior has in the Great
Lakes basin and the value of efforts to
plan the cleanup. Commissioner Dur
nil emphasized that the Commission
is receptive to the concept of considering Lake Superior as a model for

demonstrating the concept of zero

discharge of toxic pollutants to the
Great Lakes system. This concept has
since been included as a recommendation in the IJC s Fifth Biennial Report
on Great Lakes Water Quality to the
Governments of Canada and the

United States.

Ron K. Smith of the Canadian Association for the United Nations En-

vironment Program provided the
keynote address following the conference banquet. Smith was emphatic

that our society needs to move away
from competitive values and towards
cooperative ones to make possible the
necessary actions needed at all community levels to restore the health of
our natural environment.

Public Advisory
Committee Discussions

Two sessions were set aside specifically for discussions by citizen and
public advisory committee (PAC)
members. PAC members stated their
concerns about the citizen or public
advisory committee / Remedial Ac

tion Plan process in the first session,
and gave members an opportunity to

share concerns for problems facing
each Area of Concern on Lake Supe-

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

rior. Members agreed that improved
communication between public advisory committees is needed for citi
zens within each respective Area of
Concern and also to other citizens in
the Lake Superior basin.
PAC members also concluded that
formalized funding arrangements for
RAP implementation are necessary,

and expressed concerns about the
lack of rigorous institutional require-

ments for ship ballast water dis-

charges, which are needed to control

the spread of nuisance organisms in
the Great Lakes basin. In another
session to discuss what PACs can
achieve and how committees could
improve effectiveness to achieve
goals and overcome barriers, mem
bers delved into methods to recognize con ict positions and develop
techniques to overcome barriers.
Bob Hartley, chairman of the

Thunder Bay Public Advisory Com-

mittee, summed up the discussions as
follows, "Where members of the pub-

lic advisory committees are dedicated
to the RAP process, and where mem-

bers are prepared to discuss positions
of con ict and listen to alternate

points of view, consensus will be

achieved and Making a Great Lakes
Superior can become a reality!
The conference made the importance of continued communication
among residents in the Lake Superior
Community clear, and plans are

underway to hold a meeting in 1991
to discuss the action component of
RAPs in the seven Lake Superior
Areas of Concern. For more information, contact Jake Vander Wal, On-

tario Ministry of the Environment,

PO. Box 5000, Third floor, 435 James
Street South, Thunder Bay, ON P7C

5G8. (807)475-1215.

v.9
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The following reports are available for

distribution from the International Joint

Commission Great Lakes Regional Office,
100 Ouellette Avenue, Eighth oor, Wind-

sor, ON N9A 6T3 or PO. Box 32869, Detroit, MI 48232. For further information
about these or other IJC reports, call

(519)256-7821 in Canada or (313)226-2170

in the US.
The Proceedings of a Workshop on The
Role of Epidemiology in Assessing the Effects
of Great lakes Water Quality on Human
Health; Public Participation and Remedial

Action Plans: An Overview of Approaches,

Activities and Issues Arising from RAP
Coordinator s Forums; A Review of Lake
Superior Water Quality with Emphasis on the
1983 Intensive Survey; A Review of Pretreatment Programs at Municipal Sewage Treat
ment Plants in the Great Lakes; and the
Proceedings of the Technology Transfer Sym
posium for the Remediation of Contaminated
Sediments in the Great Lakes Basin are all
available upon request. Also, the Register
of Great Lakes Dredging Projects, 1980 1984
is available in printed form or on oppy
disk, in 3-1 / 2" or 5-1/4" sizes.
##3##)?

The International Joint Commission and the
St. Croix River is the title of a new bro
chure produced by the IJC to describe its
responsibilities for the St. Croix River.
The river forms part of the international
boundary between the State of Maine and
the Province of New Brunswick. The
brochure explains the roles of the IJC s
two boards
the International St. Croix
River Board of Control and the International Advisory Board on Pollution Control-St. Croix
that are responsible for
advising the IJC on water quality and
quantity issues for the region.
Copies of the brochure can be obtained
in French or English from IJC offices: 100
Metcalfe, Eighteenth oor, Ottawa, ON
KIP 5M1; 2001 S Street NW, Washington,
DC 20440; or 100 Ouellette Avenue,
Eighth oor, Windsor, ON N9A 6T3 or
PO. Box 32869, Detroit] MI 48232.
#

***

The Zebra Mussel, Dreissena Polymorpha: A
Photographic Guide to the Identification of
Microscopic Veligers has been published as
a reference to assist waterworks personnel and others in examining water supply
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intakes for early warnings of the presence
of zebra mussels. Copies of the guide are
available free of charge by contacting
Gordon J. Hopkins at the Ministry of the

Environment, Box 213, Rexdale, ON M9W

5L1. (416)235-5811.

( X-fo'i

A special four-part series in the latest

issue of Alternatives asks the question,

Can Conservation Strategies Lead to
Sustainable Development? This issue
takes a look at the theory and practice of
establishing conservation strategies. Practical experiences in building conservation
strategies are explored.
To obtain a copy of this issue or any of
the upcoming issues in the sustainable
development series, contact ALTERNATIVES, c/ 0 Faculty of Environmental
Studies, University of Waterloo, Water~
loo, ON N2L 3G1, telephone (519)885-

1211 ext 6783.

X SEX'X-If

The Great Lakes Commission has produced a 64-page guidebook to assist pub
lic officials in addressing drought events
and their impacts on Great Lakes water
levels and the coastal zone. A Guidebook to
Drought Planning, Management and Water
Level Changes in the Great Lakes is available
for $5 (US) or $7 (Cdn) from the Great
Lakes Commission, The Argus II Building, 400 Fourth Street, Ann Arbor, MI

48103 4816. (313)665-9135.
*x-x-x-x-

What We Can Do For Our Children s Envi
ronment is a six-page guide of activities
we can do with our children to learn

about nature, alter our purchasing habits,

and reduce the production of hazardous
and nonhazardous waste in our homes.
The actions are discussed in a global
context and explain how individual actions can have wide-ranging environmental impacts. A list of additional re
sources and contacts is also provided.
To obtain a copy of the guide, send a

stamped, self-addressed envelope to

Susan Kiil, 28 Beaufort Road, Toronto,

ON M4E 1M7, or call (416)690 7430 for
bulk rates.
1016:6305?

Revised editions of the Ohio Sea Grant
Education Program s marine and aquatic
education materials are available for
teachers to increase student s knowledge
and appreciation of the world s marine

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990

environments.
The Oceanic Education Activities for
Great Lakes Schools (OEAGLS but pronounced Eagles ) are based on subjects
taught in grades 5-9 and are designed to
be integrated into existing curriculum.
The activities are one to three class periods long, require aminimal amount of
equipment and present marine informa
tion to students through games, experi
ments, role-plays and other land-based

activities. The student workbooks are
accompanied by teacher guides to teach
interdisciplinary subjects in a marine
context. The price is $3 (US) per topic.
Through the interaction of researchers,

teachers, and education specialists, a two-

year project on Secondary School Modules for Global Change Education is being
developed. The curriculum will be prepared to help school-age children with
information on future global
issues and
how the process of science works.
For more information on materials and
a publication list contact Barbara Con-

nors, Ohio Sea Grant Education Program,
The Ohio State University, 59 Ramseyer
Hall, 29 W. Woodruff Avenue, Columbus,

OH 43210. (612) 292-1078.
*X
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The World Resources Institute has produced two new reports. Promoting Envi

ronmentally Sound Economic Progress:

What the North Can Do, by Dr. Robert
Repetto, presents the case that the solu
tions to major environmental problems lie
in broad based economic reforms. His
report explores the relationship between
economic production, technology and
environmental deterioration and con
cludes that any effective action plan to
preserve the environment must be
viewed through an economic prism. Cop
ies of the report are available for $7.50
(US) plus $3 for postage and handling.
Complimentary copies are available for
journalists.
The second report, The Greenhouse
Trap, is the first in a series of "Guides to

the Environment" designed to close the
gap between what experts and the public
know about environmental issues and
offers a combination of facts and sugges
tions for public and personal action. A
copy of this report is available for $9.95
plus $3.00 shipping (US funds). Send
check or money order for either publica

tion to World Resources Institute Publica-
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tions, P.O. Box 4852, Hampden Station,

Baltimore, MD 21211 or order by phone
(301 )338-6963.
**X-¥*

Waterfront Revitalization for Small Cities is a
planning and redevelopment guide for
small waterfront cities that explores the
problems and opportunities unique to
smaller communities. The guide is written for mayors and other city officials,
port commissioners, harbormasters, busi-

ness owners and citizen activists and
includes suggestions for a waterfront
planning process they can adapt to fit
their own needs.
The guide is available for $16 (US
funds) plus $2.40 shipping and handling
from Oregon State University Extension
Service, Agricultural Communications,
Publications Orders, AS 422, Corvallis,

OR 97331-2119. (503)737-2513.
#361636!-

Proceedings from two conferences of the
American Bar Association s Standing
Committee on Environmental Law are
now available upon request. Proceedings
of the 18th conference addressed Environmental Compliance: Is the System Working?,
while the 19th conference considered
Federal versus State Environmental Protection Standards: Can a National Policy Be
Implemented Locally?.
For copies of either reports, contact the
ABA Order Fulfillment Center, 750 North
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611.
ll'l'i'il-X'

Change is a new quarterly publication on
scientific research and policy in the Netherlands concerning atmospheric pollution
and climate change. The publication provides an overview of international developments that could be of interest to those
involved in policy making and research
for climate change issues.
Free subscriptions are available by
applying to the Ministry of Housing,

Physical Planning and Environment, PO.
Box 20951, 2500 E2 The Hague, The Neth-

erlands, telephone 31 70 209367.
*l-i-itll'

Earthwatching III: An Environmental Reader
is produced by the Institute for Environmental Studies and Sea Grant Institute,
University of Wisconsin-Madison. The
teacher's guide is designed to complement classroom materials on scientific
and environmental topics. The articles
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were originally written for Earthwatch
Radio and are available through ISBN 0936287-01-2.
To order a copy of the reader, send
check or money order for $3.50 plus postage and handling (US funds) payable to
University of Wisconsin-Madison, to
Earthwatching III, Institute forEnviron-

mental Studies, University of Wisconsin
Madison, 550 N. Park Street, 15 Science
Hall, Madison, WI 53706.

COUNCIL OF
GREAT LAKES
RESEARCH
MANAGERS
HOLDS FUTURES
WORKSHOP
by Peter Seidl

he Council of Great Lakes
Research Managers (Council) was established as a
wing of the Great Lakes Science
Advisory Board (SAB) in 1984 to
guide and evaluate Great Lakes
research in the basin. Eighteen
members are selected from insti
tutional and government agencies
directly involved in Great Lakes
research. Since its inception, the

Council has contributed significantly to the direction of research
in the basin and has identified

research needs and priorities

through several initiatives.
For example, the Council held
the "Cause-Effect Linkages
workshop in Chicago in early

1989 to investigate the connection

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

The need for greater research on the effects of toxic contaminants on wildlife and other species
was discussed at the Futures workshop.

between toxics and impairments
in fish, wildlife and humans in

order to identify areas where

more research is required (see

Focus, Volume 14, Issue 2, page 7).
More recently, the Council held a

"Futures" workshop in September 1989 to develop a list of proposed initiatives to be conducted

by the year 2000. The findings of

this workshop will be included in
a report entitled, Great Lakes 2000:

Building a Vision, and will address

three objectives:

0 to understand the future
challenges to the Great Lakes
research community as they
relate to research and its management;

0 to develop a consensus on

the direction and priorities of

research to meet those Challenges; and

0 to produce a report for re-

search managers and policymakers that summarizes the
merits and value of the work of
the Great Lakes research community to date, outlines the
scope of the demands that must

be met into the 21st century,

and describes the level of effort
and the kinds of research that
will be needed to meet such
demands.

The report is expected to be avail-

able by fall 1990. For more information on the Council and the

Futures workshop, contact Pe-

ter Seidl, International Joint Commission, 100 Odellette Avenue,
Eighth oor, Windsor, ON N9A
6T3 or PO. Box 32869, Detroit, MI
48232, telephone (519)256-7821 in
Canada or (313)226-2170 in the
U5.
20
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UPDATE ON IJC
INTEGRATED
TRANSBOIINDARY
MONITORING
INITIATIVE
by E. Bailey

s earlier reported in Focus

(see Focus, Volume 13,
Issue 2, page 7), the Inter
national Joint Commission s

International Air Quality Advisory Board and its Expert Group
on Monitoring are convening a
series of regional workshops to
further the growth of integrated
transboundary monitoring.
Two additional workshops
have been held since the first one
in St. Andrews, New Brunswick

in May 1988. At the second work
shop in Burlington, Vermont in

February 1989, transboundary
pollution affecting the New York,

Vermont and Quebec region was
considered. Monitoring activities

related to ozone and acid deposi

tion the major environmental
issues in the region were highlighted, as well as studies related
to human health. The workshop
revealed that increased monitor

ing of human health and / or indi-

cators of health is needed. The
proceedings of the Burlington
workshop are in press and will be
available this fall.

The third workshop was held

in Victoria, British Columbia in

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1990
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Environmental quality monitoring for the Pacific region of the U45. and Canada, including
Vancouver, British Columbia, was discussed at the third regional workshop. Credit: Brian
Shoust

November 1989 and addressed

aspects of environmental quality

Commission, 100 Metcalfe Street,
Eighteenth oor, Ottawa, ON KlP

pacts, and monitoring of environ-

Bruce Bandurski, International
Joint Commission, 2001 S Street
NW, Washington, DC 20440.
(202) 673-6222.

monitoring in the Pacific coastal
region, with emphasis on trans
boundary air pollution, factors
affecting oxidants and their im

mental stresses on human health.
While many concerns unique to
the Pacific region were discussed,
the workshop endorsed many of
the conclusions from previous
workshops, particularly with respect to human health. Workshop participants concluded that
simultaneous monitoring of hu
man health and the effect of environmental stresses on people are
not easily achieved. The proceedings of this workshop will be
available in late 1990.
Further information is available
from E. Bailey, International Joint

5M1 (613)995-2984, or Joel Fisher/
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katoon, Saskachewan on August 27-30,

EVENTS.

1990. This conference will provide oppor-

tunities for discussion on concerns and

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
Schedule of Meetings

The following includes meetings scheduled by the Commission and its various
boards. Please contact an IJC office for further information.

July

17-18
19
19-20

August

Joint Canadian/US. Coast Guard Meeting
Windsor, ON

Great Lakes Science Advisory Board Meeting

20

20-21

November

Hanover, NH

2] ~23

56

23-25
6-8

Detroit, MI

Sarnia, ON
Tributary Monitoring Steering Committee
Windsor, ON

IJC Executive Session

Washington, DC

Sediment Work Group
Windsor, ON
Surveillance Subcommittee
Windsor, ON
'

IJC Semi-Annual Meeting

Ottawa, ON

Great Lakes Science Advisory Board Meeting

Cleveland, OH

General Conferences

An international symposium sponsored
by the Aquatic Ecosystem Health and
Management Society will be held July 2326, 1990 at the University of Waterloo in

Waterloo, Ontario. The biological integrity of aquatic ecosystems, both freshwater and marine, will be evaluated by invited experts from various parts of the
world.
To obtain further information on the
conference contact Dr. M. Munawar,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Canada
Centre for Inland Waters, PO. Box 5050,

Burlington, ON L7R 4A6. (416)336 4867 or
FAX 416-336-4819.
iii-56*
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gions over the next decade.
For registration and information contact the Scientific Information Division,

National Hydrology Research Institute, 11
Innovation Boulevard,Saskatoon, SK S7N
3H5. (306)975-4022.

The Environmental Management for
Marinas international conference will be
held September 5 7, 1990 at the Crystal
Gateway Marriott Hotel in Arlington,
Virginia.
The focus of the conference is on practical management of the environmental
impacts of recreational boating marina
facilities and how they affect the environment. For further information contact
Neil W. Ross, International Marina Institute, 35 Steamboat Avenue, Wickford, RI
02852. (401)294 9558 or FAX (401)2941630.
iii-*3}:-

Great Lakes Water Quality Board Meeting
Ottawa, ON

aquatic environments in semi arid re-

atX-ntntat

Technological Committee Meeting

12

October

Hanover, NH

IJC Executive Session

14-15

29

September

IJC Roundtable on Zero Discharge

solutions to the demands expected for

Utah and Salt Lake City will host the 45th
Annual Meeting of the Soil and Water
Conservation Society, July 29 August 1,
1990. The theme of the meeting is Water
Futures and will focus on a range of
North American water issues, including

water allocation and the resolution of
con icts over water use and water quality
improvement. For more information
contact Tim Kautza, 7515 Northeast Ak-

eny Road, Ankeny, IA 50021-9764.
(515)289 2331 .
$**)(~*

The National Hydrology Research Institute and the Rawson Academy of Aquatic
Science will host a conference on Aquatic
Systems in Semi-Arid Regions: Implications for Resource Management in Sas-

The North American Trout Stream Improvement organization is holding their
seventh workshop on Watershed Planning as an Approach to Managing Trout
Stream at the Waterloo Inn in Waterloo,
Ontario on September 12-14, 1990. Sessions will be held on geomorphology, the
importance of groundwater and a look to
the future.
To receive information on poster sessions or registration contact Jack Imhof,
Fisheries and Wildlife Research, PO. Box
5000, Maple, ON L6A 159 or telephone
(416)832-71 72.
**>(-*%

The Soil and Water Conservation Society
and the Canadian Water Resources Association are cohosting a workshop on Water Management Implications of Sustainable Development September 25,
1990 at the Grand River Conservation
Authority in Cambridge, Ontario.
For further information and complete
details contact workshop chairperson

Doug Green, Soil and Water Management
Branch, Ministry of Agriculture and Food,

Guelph Agricultural Centre, Box 1030,
Guelph, ON NIH 6N l or telephone
(519)767-3557/ FAX (519)767-3635.
#1393}!-
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Three conferences on management of
hazardous materials are planned for late
September. The Hazardous Materials
Control Research Institute presents a
conference entitled Great Lakes 90 at the
Cleveland Convention Center in Cleveland, Ohio on September 26-28, 1990. The
conference includes several seminars
addressing various methods to control
hazardous materials. For seminar information contact Hal Bernard, Hazardous
Materials Control - Great Lakes, 9300

Charting the Course, the Eighth Annual

Waterfront Center Conference, will be
held in Washington, DC on October 11
13, 1990. The conference includes 40

speakers in 15 sessions discussing all
aspects of urban waterfront planning,
development and culture.

For more information contact The
Waterfront Center, 1536 44th Street NW,

Washington, DC 20007. (202)337-0356.
iii-*1-

The Eleventh Annual Conference of the

Columbia Boulevard, Silver Spring, MD
Recycling Council of Ontario will be
20910. (301)587 9390.
held at the Caboto Club in Windsor, OnHazardous Materials/Wastes: Social
' tario on October 14-17, 1990.
Aspects of Facility Planning and ManHow to For 92" is the theme of the
agement is an international symposium
meeting, addressing the challenge of
to be held at the Harbour Castle Westin in
reaching 25 percent diversion of waste
Toronto, Ontario on September 30 to
from landfills and incineration by 1992.
October 3, 1990. The symposium is being
Topics include advancement of the 3R5,
managed by the Conference and Seminar
stimulating recycling markets, and socieServices Department of Humber College
tal impacts of waste reduction.
on behalf of the Institute for Social Impact
For further information or to receive a
Assessment. All enquiries should be
copy of the program contact Renée Ladirected to Ingrid Norrish or Teresa
gassé, 489 College Street, Suite 504,
Cavaliere at the Social Aspects Sympo
sium Headquarters, Humber College, 205
Humber College Boulevard, Etobicoke,

ON M9W 5L7, telephone (416)675-5077,
FAX 416-675-0135.

Finally, the 12th Canadian Waste Man-

agement Conference will address the

theme, Is NIMBY a Solution? Let s Work

Together. The conference will be held in

St. John s, Newfoundland on October 3-5,

1990 and will address solid and hazardous waste issues such as siting of facilities, integrated resource management,
and public education and community
action.
For further information, contact Susan

Clarke, Technology Development and

Technical Services, Environment Canada,

351 St. Joseph Boulevard, Ottawa, ON
K1A 0H3, telephone (819)953-5363 or FAX
(819)953-9066.
3t=l>565$3¥

The Sixty-third Annual Water Pollution
Control Federation Conference will be

held in Washington, DC on October 7 11,

1990 at the Washington Convention Cen
ter. Treatment equipment processes and
water handling displays can be viewed
throughout the exposition. For registration form or general information contact

the WPCF Conference Department, 601

Wythe Street, Alexandria, VA 22314.

(703)684-2400.

Toronto, ON M6G 1A5, telephone

(416)960-1025 (Toronto) or 1-800-263-2849
(Canada).
neat-assai-

The World Environment, Energy and
Economic Conference is the second Ca
nadian Congress on Science Education
and will be held October 17-20, 1990 at
the Winnipeg Convention Centre in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The program is designed to assist participants realize the
role teachers and schools can play to help
students understand the environmental
realities as a part of sustainable development.

Contact Euhan Uzwyshyn at Manitoba

Education and Training, Room 409, 1181
Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB R3G 0T3,

telephone (204)945-7973 for registration
and more information.
ltlii X'

The Nineteenth Annual Conference of
the North American Association for
Environmental Education, in cooperation
with the Texas Association for Environ

mental Education, is holding its 1990
annual meeting in San Antonio, Texas on
November 2-7, 1990. For registration and

information contact NAEE Conference
Headquarters, Brukner Nature Center,
PO. Box 400, 5995 Horseshoe Bend Road,
Troy, OH 45373. (513)698 6493.
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The Twelfth Canadian National Energy
Forum will be held at the Hilton Hotel in
Toronto on November 5-6, 1990. The
theme of this forum is "Sustainable Energy Development for Canada. Speakers
from the oil, gas, coal and electric power
sectors, from environmental groups and
from government will discuss their views
on the balance between energy and environmental priorities.
For more information contact Dr. CH.
Smith, Executive Director, CANWEC,
Suite 305, 130 Albert Street, Ottawa, ON

K1P 5G4, (613)993-4624 or Mr. W.G. Morison, Chairman, Twelfth Canadian Na
tional Energy Forum, Vice President,

Ontario Hydro, 700 University Avenue,
Toronto, ON MSG 1X6. (416) 592 21 51.
*30'1- 1-

The Eleventh Annual Meeting of the
Society of Environmental Toxicology

and Chemistry will be held in Arlington,
Virginia on November 11-15, 1990. This

year s theme is "Global Environmental
Issues: Challenge for the 908. Session
topics include global and regional issues,
environmental chemistry and fate, envi-

ronmental toxicology, aquatic toxicology,
wildlife toxicology, and terrestrial toxicology and fate. An international panel of
scientists will discuss global environmental concerns from his or her country s
perspective.
For further information contact Randy
Wentsel, Program Chair, US. Army,
SMCCR-RST E, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD 21010 or telephone (301)671-

2036.

It d-##1-

The American Water Works Association
(AWWA) and Water Pollution Control
Federation (WPCF) will convene a joint
management conference on The Status of
Municipal Sludge Management for the
19905 in New Orleans, Louisiana on
December 2-5, 1990. This conference will

provide a forum to discuss the latest
results from a national sludge monitoring
program, and consider technologies in
disinfection, detoxification, innovative

reuse, regulation concerns and future
directions in sludge management.
To receive a program, registration, or
further information contact WPCF Specialty Conferences, 601 Wythe Street,

Alexandria, VA 22314. (703)684 2400.
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FINAL NOTICE!

For tho se of you who
haven't returned the sub-

tional joint Commission

scn tion renewal postcar at right, we' re 3 win 8
you a second and final !
- chance to continue to
receive Focus on Intema-

Activities.

lie

Please fill out the postcard
at right, by maki ng an

necessarly Chan 8 es to t
man ling abel and returnin % it by September 15I
19 0. ALL subscribers who

go not return the postcard

yours in to

Y this deadline will be
remo ved from our mailing

list, 80 send

day!
YES! I would like to continue to
fave 13001.50. InterlfafiPHal

Focus on International Ioint

Jomt Commxssron Activmes. I

Commission Activities

corrections to the mailing label

Internatlonal 10". commlsswn

have made all the necessary

below, and am returning this

postcard by September 15 1990

.

,

,

Great Lakes Regional Office

100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3

919 V6N 01.12in JOSpulM
100B mg naAV anamano 0m

aawo Ivuoi azi 3929119615) on
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol15/iss2/1

samnnav uogssgwwog
yugor [euouywayul uo
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